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Th~ turbulent flovi of air through a (~ircu.lar pipe contain-
ing a fixed eccentric core was investigated at one air flow 
and one fixed eccentricity. The center core was a 2.000 inch 
IoJJG .al11rninum pipe position~d with its center one quarter of 
an incn from the center of~ 3.002inch I.D. altUnintllll pipe. Ppint 
velocities were measured in the annulaf space employing an 
impact tube., fashioned f:rom .042 inch O .D. hypaderrnic tubing, 
and a 1/16 inch diameter static wall tap. Axial pressure drop 
was also measured usiµg two static taps spaced exactly one ~xtal 
foot aparto All pressure differentials between the impact 
pressure and the static wall pressure were measure4 using a 
highly sensitive micromanometer. 
' Sufficient. velocity q.ata was taken so that a complete 
velocity pattern for the syGtem could be calculated. Lines 
of constant velocity and the locus of maximum velocity were 
determined for the steady turbulent flow in the eccentric 
system~ 
By employing the method· of' Deiss le~ and Taylor and · 
using the universal velocity Qist:ribution u+ , y+r ;raelationships 
point velocities were calculated from the measured axial 
pressure d~opo The point velocities calculated in this manner 
•• 
in most ca~es agreed well with those experi~entally determined, 
The method of Deissle~ and Taylor also in~icated that the 
. \ 
location of the maximwn velocity line was accurate for it sati~fied 
the pressure and shear balances used in the velocity calculations. 
Both the rigorous solution of the Navier Stokes equation 
given by Heyda 1 and the Noyes approximate soiution for the 
location of the points of maximum velocity, are presented and 
compare4 with the experimental d~ta. The measured maximum 
veloctty locus for turbulent flow ~greed well with that calcu~ 
lated by the rigorous and approximate methods. 
From the results o1"' this vvork suggestions are made I~or 













In r1ecent years interE?st has been expressed in th~ turbulen.t 
.~ 
flow phenomena existing in non-circular flow systems. In 1955 
Deissler and Taylor of lJASA publisl1ed "A11alysis of Fully Develor]ed 
Turbulent Heat Transfer and Fiow in an Annulus with Various 
Eccentricities n ( 3 ). In the se·ction dealing with the an~ly~i~ 
of turbuletlt flow Deissler ·and Taylor combined a simple·fo~9e. 
balance and the universal velocity distribution equat!on and 
developed an iterative geometric method for the solution of tne 
lines of constant velo·city and for the maximum velocity lqcus in 
an eccentric system. Jn their rnet~od it is necess~ry to app~oxi~ 
mate both the maxima locus and the velocity g;radient line~ to. 
start each trial. Failure in, trial solution calls for adjust-
ment of these assumed lines. As ~ result of the i tei:a ti ve geort1et-
ric solution Deisslers metho~ is rathe~ &wkwijrd to handle. Heyda· 
. 
. . ( 5) devised a rr1ethod for the ca;tcula.tion of the po~nt v.eloeiti~s· 
in turbulent .flow using a trial and error metl1od but pat 
requiring the geo~etric construction of Deissler•s m~thod. 
Heyda' s main assumption i.s that tne ;Location qf t:µ~ ma1cima locus 
is the same for the turb~i~nt and laminar case. Tnis assumption 
had been made for other annular sy$tems before by Rothfus (ti) 
and others (i\lJ \'1). With this assum:p,tion Heyd~ then proceeded 
to solve the Navier St9kes equation in bipola~ cooridinates for 
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presented in Appendix B~i. Heyda obtained a ~igorous equation 
defining the location of the maxima locus for laminar flow. Solu-
tion of this equation is .somewhat difficult and Noyes suggested 
a simple equation affording an approximate solution ro·r· .the locus qt 
maxima •.. Heyda presents analytical data showing the accuracy of 
the Noyes approximation to be fair but to create some ·definite error. 
Employing the calculated maxima locus. and using Van Dr_iest 's. uni~ 
versal velocity distribution relations ijeyda developed an iter-
ative procedure for def.ining point ve ).oci ties. 
The purpose of the work reported he~e was to make accurate 
velocity measurements throughout an annular eccentric space and 
to calculate the resulting iso-velocity lines apd t~e locus of 
-maximao r The major equipment employed ip this investigat~on was 
·that tl.sed in a previous study of' mass and moraentum transfer from 
a napthalene core positioned concentrically inside of a 3 inch 
pipe. The equipment was m<?d,ified for ·e.ccent~ic core ~lignment 
and a method of sampling the total area of t~e annular space of-
the ~lowing stream was developed • 
., . 
.. 
. . . 
" 
DESCRIPTIOT'-T OF APPAR1\TUS 
General: Refer to Figure l 
A. Air Supply from a moderate~y high capacity blower. (260 
cfm against 2 p.s.i.) was brought to temperature via banks of 
finned heatersj contained in surge tank downstream of the blower. 
The air mass flow rate was controlle4 by the bleed valve V1>at 
the blower outl~t, and v2. A portion of the heated air was ~a~sed 
through the inner core in order to ~inlrnize thermal gradients in 
the system. 
Bo The Annulus was composed of an 11 foot upstream calm-'T"' 
ing section~ corresponding to 132 equivalent diameters, a e foot 
te~t section and an 8 foot downstream oalming section ~hus ·ensUJl-
ing nearly fully developed, undisturbed turbulent flow ~t ~he test 
section. 
Co The ~a~pling Apparatus was arranged_ ,to obtain point 
impact pressuref? for the detern1in{ltion of tpe v·~loci ty d:Lstri,-, 
but ion i.n the annulus. A ~tandard impact tube fabricated from 
hypodermic tubing ( 0.042 inch O~D., .0075 inch wall) was used. 
for this purpose. A micromete,r feed mechanism, similar to that-
described by .Rothfus ( \0), wa.s mounted on the shell tube of the 
annulus so that by-:· l'otation of the outer sh,ell the impact tube 
could be reproducibly positioned at a~y point in the annulus to 
0001 of an inch. Pressure readings were taken rror.ri a precise 




































































Bo Entrai.nment remover 
Co Surge Tank 
Do Converging section 
FIGURE l 
NOTATION 
E. Upstream calming section 
Fo Test Section 
G. Impact tube with micrometer f~ed mechanism. 
Ho Micromanometer 
Io Downstream calming section 
J~ Orifice meter 
I{o Finned heaters 
To Thermocouple locations 
Vlo Globe valve 
V2o Globe valve 
11)2.?3• Locations of' core positioning scvews 
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less than .2 inch water. 
'the Blower - The blower 11vas a sliding vane type ( "Hi r.;··h Pressure C . 
Blovver No., 4" built by the American Gas Furnace Company, E~iz~betn, 
N0 J 0 ) capable of moving 260 ft3 air/minute against a pressure of 
2 psio The blower was disassembled, cleaned, and had new Babbitt 
bearings installed before it was reassembled and placed back 1n 
. ... ... . 
the system. Since the discharge f~om the compressors is ipherent-
ly pulsating, and pulsation would be ~n added varta~le of unknown 
mag~i tude in the flovving system, surge volumes were d.ncorpo~ateg. 
into the system upstream of the annulus. 
The Surge Tank - The galvanized sheet steel sur~e t_ank· performed 
several functions not indicated by its title. It aoted to auppo~t 
• the annular core., which rested on a jack contained therein, ·and 
/ to give partial support to the shell, which was anchored by stand-
~rd wall pipe supports. In addition, j, t housed two banks of finne·d 
heaters.? one heated by steam and the o~her e~ec~_ri_cal,ly h~ated •. 
The steam bank was composed of three indepe11,dent. flnne cl tµ.pe;3, 
each having a finned length of 22 inches. The electrical re~ 
sis tance barik..,, -composed of "Chroma lox" SEF series heaters, had two 
500 watt, and three 250 watt heaters, eapn being independently 
controlledo One of the heaters was connected to a variaoie trans-
.· -former to allow fine temperature regula t;i.on. 
The title function of the surge tank was aided by the 
presence of a converging conical section, having a 12 inch base, 
which like the annulus was fabricated of aluminum. A 6 inch 
a. 
length of 3o5 inch aluminum pipe was arc welded to the top of the 
section to faciliate connection to the annular shell, The base 
.. > 
was attached to the sheet. steel tank by a gasketed flange connect~ 
iono A section of 28 mes·h stainless steel gauze placed across the 
path, and held rigidly along with the flanged gasket, reduced still 
further the turbulent fluctuations· produced by the blower. The 
design and location of the gauze and of the 0onverging section were 
in accordance with Pankhurst ( 8 ) . 
In order to rernove possible swirls in the air flow develop-
ed in the converging section., four symetrically placed straighten-
ing vanes (fashioned from sh.eet aluminum) were installed irmnediate-
ly downstream of the test section. These vanes, which alsq 
served to position the core of the annulus, were rectangular, l2 
inches long and o.s inch, 0.5 inch, and 0.27 inch in width. Tb,ey . 
were held rigidly in milled slots provided on the annular core via 
force· fit and epoxy resin. 
Additiop.al surge volume was provided by the ~ntrainment 
.. 
. . 
remover immediately upstream of the surge tank. The unit, oo~struot~· 
ed from a 50 gallon drum, contained fiber glass filters to trap 
' 
any oil entrained in the airflow from the blower. 
The Annulus 
The shell: 3 inch ste.nciard extruded aluminum pipe. 
-The Core: 2 inch O.Do, 0.125 inqh wall, round 
alurninum tube~ 
The core as well a.s the shell, consisted of three sections 11 feet, 
~ ~--------------------,, 
5 feet, and 8 feet in length. The test section shell, the 5 foot 
section, was connected to two 6 inch shell-sections which were in 
turn connected to the ups trean1 ~nd downstream sections. Since the 
shell part of the test section had to be free to rotate, and thus 
enable impact traverses at all points, it was necessary to modify 
the jointure method from that previously used in the mass trans-
fer studyo To hold the shell tube in perfect alignment.during all 
turning operations·an upper double sleeve support was constr~cted~ 
' This consisted of one stationary clamp which held firmly the 
downstream connecting collar, and a second clamp stabily connected· 
to the downstream clamp holding the downstream end of the test section 
.shello The test section clamp was lined with a soft felt material 
l 
which enabled the shell to be turned while being held relatively 
firmly by the clamp. A picture of this downstream mating align-
ment device is shown in Figure 2. 
To assure a constant eccentric alignraent of the inner .. 
. 
core with respect to the shell three sets of specially construct-
0 ed setscrews located 120 apart on the shell periphery were used 
at three longitudinal positions. These setscrews were designed 
I 
so that only a 1/16 inch diameter rod protruded into the flow~ 
· field 9 the screw portion remaining entirely in the shell wall. 
1 The measurement of core to wall distances was preformed employing 
the normal impact tube feed mechanism and a vacuum tube test meter. 
The impact tube was insulated from the outer shell wall by a teflon 









attached to the impact tube and the obm lead to the ~nnulus. Wh_en·. 
the impact tube touched either the outer shell or the inner core ~' 
I 
the meter showed a large change in resistance and thus contact 
was knowno iv1easurements vvere taken on the impact _feed mechanism. 
as explained later o This method o:f measuren1ent gav~ value$ of 
traverse di$tances reproducible. to 0001 incho The impact tube 
-packing gland is similar to one used by Rothfus (\0). 
Static pressure taps were made diametrically opposite 
to the impact tube openings in the annulus. The noles were m~~e 
according to the rigid specifications stated by Folsom ( '/ ). 
They were accordingly a 1/16 diarneter hole drilled perpendicular 
to the pipe well with all burrs carefully removed with steel wciol. 
A gasketed curved cover plate connection, fashioned ffom ~ 3 inch 
length of 3o5 inch IoDo pipe (which fit snuggly over the 3.5 inch 
OoDo test section pipe) cut along its longitudinal axis was 
usedo The necessary compression fitting was attached only to 
the cover plate 9 which was subsequently used to sandwich a 
piece of 1/16 inch soft sheet rubber, equipped with a 1/8 inch 
D hole, against the test sectiono The .assembly was then held 
together with worm gear type hose clamps. 
To rnaintain te1r1peraturc; control the entire annular shell 
was wrapped vvith stanc.lard glass f 1iber heating taps in circuit 
with a .E~envvall ther1n10-switch set at 105 F. The entire a$sembly 
vvas tl1en covered vvitl1 standard split corrugated· pipe insulation. 
Then1ocouples placed at tvvo points alone; tl1e .lcest section provided 
•• 
.. ..... 
accurate indication of temperatureo System thermocouples were 
arranged to lead to a rotary switch which was conn~cted to a Le.eds 
8c ~"ijorthrup potentiorneter. Each thermocouple was -calibrated 
relative to an accurately calibrated thermometer (accurate to .10) 
employing water at different temperatures contained in a well in-
sulated Dewar Flask. See Appendix D. 
The Sampling Apparatus - The impact tube was po~i tioned in tp.e 
annulus to 0001 inch by a micrometer feed mechanism similar to 
that previou~sly described by Rothfus (/0). The feed mechanism 
was supported directly on the outer sl+ell and held firmly so 
that all space in the annulus could be traversed by turning 
the shell part of the test section while holding the rest of the· 
system rigido The magnitude of the coef·ficient Ci of the impact 
tube equation LA.=-Ci. J~ f was taken as unity according to Folsom 
(t/) o See Figure'{. 
The ~/Iicromanorneter - This instrument, shown in Figure3 , was a 
null reading hydrostatic device with an accuracy of .001 inch 
watero Its design was similar in principle to the general de-
scription given in ( \ ) of Prandtl 1 s instrument. 
The device was essentially a U tube manon1eter wi tn on~ 
moveable lego The reservoir (A) was attached via a screw connect-
ion to a cantilever beam brazed to a collar which 6~uld slide 
vertically on a steel shaft (B)o Connected to the reservoir 
was a piece of plastic tubing (C), providing the linkage to the 
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U tube (E)o The inclined glass capillary tube contained the 
meniscus of the manometer fluid (GoEo SF-81(50) Silicone oil) 
whose position was determined with the aid of the microscope 
(F) to 0001 inch of vertical height measured by the :i,.nside micro-
meter o 
. ..-;. 
.... , .... 
. ,. .. ,: 
' . 
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The preliminary procedure involved the accurate align,-
ment of the eccentric geometry o This necessitated the movement 
of the center core by means of the positioning screws immediately 
above and below the test sectiono The system was modified so that 
the outer, shell with the impact tube feed mechanism mount could 
be turned without changing traverse distance between the outer 
wall and the coreo Before velocity data was taken it was shown 
that core shell positioning before and after shell turning could 
be reproduced to .001 inch. 
Once the systern was aligned and closed the traver,se di$-
tance was again measured employing the vacuum tube test m~ter as 
the wall ... finding ins trurnent o The blower was then started along 
with the appropriate heaters, depending upon the ambient temper$-
tureo .•. 
Vlrhile the syste·m was ·heat·ing the micron1anometer wa$ zeroeo. 
and the null readings vvere ta1ten. The nt1.lling procedure involved 
removing both presst1re hoses fron1 their respective colurnn fi~tings 
and shunting the manometer. The reservoir was then lowered so 
that the meniscus was obser,ved on the lower section of the 
micromanometer tube in the microscrope field. The reservoir 
height for this position was then measured using the inside 
n1i crometer mounted vertically be low the reservoir. Tl1e reservoir 













upper section of the micro&cope field an~ the reservoir height again 
rneasured with the inside rnicron1eter. vVith these two readings the 
field sensitivity, ieeo, the inches of water equivalent to micro-
scope scale reading, was evaluated. Upon reaching the equilibrium 
ten1perat ure ( 105° F) the n1icrornanometer leads 1Jvere replaced on the 
column fittings, making sure that the manometer shunt was open 
during the process. The manon1eter shunt was then closed· and the 
reservoir ,vas raised until the meniscus reappeared on the n1ano .. 
meter scale in the microscope field. Reservoir heigl1t was then 
read and the impact tube moved to a new position and the system 
nulled again as before. Tbus successive pressure readings were 
taken until the complete traverse had been made and then the 
blower and the heaters were shut ofr. At the end ot' a traverse 
the micromanometer was again nulled and the sensitivity re-
evaulated. All traverses were made in an identical manner. 
After investigating fully the profiles at a level 4 
feet from tl1e bottom of tl1e test section the outer shell was 
changed and replaced with a shell with the feed mechanism located 
\ a.t a level 2 feet frorn the bottom of the test sec Ltion. A traverse 









was made at this level to check the assumption of fully d~veloped 
flowo This shell was also equipped with two st~tic pressure taps 
located. 1 foot apart in an axial direction. The axial pressure 







Ao Analys~ of Error - The main source of error affecting the 
velocities calculated was the inherent turbulent fluctuation 
picked up by the sensitive micromanometer systemo Figure6 
shows a typical meniscus history as affected by the impact pressure 
' 
fluctuations o It should be noted from this figure that while the 
fluctuations are as great as 1.5 scale readings, corresponding to 
0004 inches of oil, the averJ;tg.e value may be easily estimated 
to Oo3 scale readings which corresponds to slightly less :than .001 
inches or oilo It is concluded therefore that the impact tube 
pressure measurements are accurate to within .001 inches of oil 
and it has been calculated that this error corresponds to an 
error in calculated velocity of Oo05 ft/sec for velocities around 
40 ft/sec and to about 0.10 ft/sec at velocities in the neighbor-
. hood of 20 ft/sec. Other sources' of· error in measurement of impact 
pressures could be ·in vertical alignment of the impact tube and in 
positioning in precise points in the traverse space • 
.-
The traverse alignment distance was measured as in the pre-
vio1.1s work of cataneo ( A) using an outside micrometer and the 




r ··• ... 
' 1, 
involved in this measurement. is that of consistent use of the 
micrometer 0 rt was found that the micrometer could be consistently 
read to 0 001 inch 0 The method for finding the traverse distance 
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21.. 
by the vacuum tube· test meter, gave measurements reproducible 
to 0001 i.nch9 or to the limit of the rnicrometer used for measure .. 
ment o · 
While it was po·ssible · ·to maintain an eccent·ric pasi tion 
to 0001 inch,9 it W8:~ found that the traverse distance did not 
in all cases correspond to those calculated £or a 2.000 in Q 0 D~ 
pipe inside of a 30082 in IoDo pipeo It was round that traverse 
distances differed from the calculated by as much as .02 inch. 
It was c.oncluded that this error produced by the oOl inch tolerance 
of the extruded aluminum pipe and not by the alignment system. 
The error associated with these displacements is significant 
only for the shorter traverse distances at 180°and 200~ 
The velocity traverses presented in Figures 6through If 
present point velocities measured during at least two different 
runs and in the case of the 40° traverse, Figure S, three runs 
at a total of two levels in the test section. In all cases it 
is seen that the agreement between runs is sufficient to allow the 
cons true ti on of a smooth pr.ofile tp.I'ough a 11 the points calculated. · 
The th~riee runs calculated for the 4cP traverse verify the assumption 
of steady flow in the annuluso 
In preliminary runs (runs 3 to l~) taken before the alignment 
procedure was perfected it was observed that the alignment set 
screws interfered with the flow pattern directly past them for a 
distance of at least 7 incheso This was evidenced by the fact 












the 01 a.11~grirr1ent screw, which is the largest annular space, was 3 
ft/sec lo,;v-e:r;, than the ma.ximum velocity rneasured at traverses 40" • 
displaced .frorn. the maximum cf traverseo As a restllt of this, all 
test da.ta was taken at a level more than four feet above the align-
ment scI1 evvs and thus past the minor perturbation cau.sed by their 
presenceo 
B. Comparison of the Velocity Profiles with Profiles Predicted -· - - - -- ------ ----- --- ----- -----l:Y .!E~. I~~:~.11~~ of_ Deissler ~~ Taylor - In the Deissler and Taylor 
-
rnethod.~) \vbich is outlined in detail in Appendix A-1, an iterative 
procedure is followed to locate the locus of maximum velocity in 
the annul·u;s and to establish the velocity gradient lines o Thi~ 
procedure involves the geometric approximation of the location 
of these lines and the calculation of a force and stress balance 
on area.s defined by the bounding velocity gradient lines, the 
physical boundaries, and the line of maximum velocity. In con-
J:u.nction with this force balance the universal velocity distribut-
ion eql1a.ti.ons of von Karman ( /3) are applied and the subseq~ent 
velocity protiles for traverses perpendicular to the shell bound-
ary are calculated 0 The results of these calculations are signi-
-ficant for two reasonso ' First, the force balances made employing 
·, 
' the meas·ured locus of maxirnum velocity and velocity gradient 
veri.fied the fact that the rneasure1nent of the locus of maxima was 
... correct o Secondly 9 the v.e~oci ty profiles calculated using the . 
univers a1. velocity distributi·on of von Karrnan showed agreen1ent 
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the ru:ns except the 180° traverse where error up to 20 percent 
was found ( 2,s® F:lgu..r,e,:i 7 to , ~ ) ,. 
Co ~!~1;~J:.!28'.l.:!££,_2:r~~2.S~~Y..~.!2.c~- P£~E:.tE._:b;l_~~-Bi@£0US Solution 
£!=!l~'!:.~!~'.1;''.~!~E._S !2~~.s- Eqlla~ion_~nd by the :~~es 6.£P_!;2;ie.im§: ti_o:12.~ As 
sugge':i +,eod by Heyda the locus of maxima for the laminar flow in the 
ecce:ntr.J.o a.:nrru:l.us was calculated using the sol.u tion of the Na vier 
Stokes equ.ati.on in bipolar coordinates (see Appendix B~2). The 
solut:ton of this equation involved 'Si trial and error procedure 
which ls shown along with the triau. calculations in Table • These 
cal.culatlons established maximum points at seven traverse angles 
as prcs0ntsd ::Ln Flgure/3 o Noyes has suggested that an approximation 
of' the locus ot maximum points could be obtained employing a simple 
formula., TI.1.e background for the Noyes approximation is presented 
1n Appendix B=lo The locus of points calculated by the Noyes approx;... 
i.ma.t~.ic-<r1. a.re also presented on Figure /d. The difference between 
expe:ri.menta.lly determined velocity points and those calculated 
by the Nav:ter Stokes equation and by the Noyes approximation are 
presented i.:n Ta.ble 1 • These results tabulated in Table 1. are 
sign:i.f~:1.ca.nt for they show that points of maximum velocity for 
turb1.11.ent fl.o·w i.n an eccentric annulus may be accurately estimated 
' . 
empl.oyi:ng either the rigorous Navier S to.kes solution or the Noyes 
appro:K:1.mia.t:ton. equation. 11:he identity of the laminar and turbulent 
1.oci. al.so wi,1.1. be of considerable aid in the graphical calculations 
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1\/. ~. Noyt, 
1.;a.o 2.4 o.o 
1.$0 1.s o.o 
1.~o 11.4 o.o 
1.30 6.7 o.o 
1.3.0 10.0 
Noteg Error is reported in percent of total traverse distance· 
between points located experimentally and those calculated 
using the Navier Stokes equation and the Nayes approximation 
locus" 
~ • .$, from Na vier Stokes Equation 
























accurate first approxirnation of the rnaxima line and from this the 
additi.onal graphical approximation of the velocity gradient linee 
will not be difficult. 
Furt~ \Vork ... The relationship bet\veen location of the locus and 
ReyI1olds number for flow in concentric systems has been investi-
gated by Rothfus (\l.) and others (7,t\1~). It has been reported 
that the location of the locus is identical for laminar turbulent 
flow up to 109000 Reynolds number. At flows greater than 10,000 
Reynolds number it is reported that the locus approaches asymp-
totically some position between the laminar locus and the inner 
coreo It would be interesting to investigate the behavior of 
the maximum locus as a function of Reynolds number to verify the 
· findings 1-·or the concentric sys terns as general phenomena of annular 
flowo 
In a paper by Redberger and Charles ( 9 ) , a description 
of laminar flow variation with eccentricity factors is discussed 
from the basis of analytical solutions obtained from a digital 
computer solution of the Navier Stokes Equation. For equal 
pressure drops a large increase in flow is noted when the eccentri-
city of the inner core is increased. It would be inter~sting to 
' develop the same solutions for the t·urbulent flow case and to develop 
correlations accurately relating flows to pressure drops as a func~ 
ti.on of eccentnici ty factors as done iri the above worko 
Since the velocity profiles existing in turbulent flow are 
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be possible to f'ind expressions.for this eddy diffusivity term 
from t~ resulting profiles. As has been pointed out by Hinze 
( 6 )SJ there are a great number of phenomenologicBll theories • 
,-· 
which might be used to evaluate the diff'usivity term from the 
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APPENDIX A .. I. 
§..c~.1.Y:.~~~=9:_o.f Q~~ssler and T~ylo£- To apply the u+# y+ relation~ 
sh:i.ps to the calculation of .thZ velocity prof 1les in an eccen-
tric a.nnulus Deissler and Taylor ( 3 ) employed an iterative pro-
cedure involving the initial approximation of the location or 
I 
the line of maximum velocity and the velocity gradient lines. 
The iterative procedure theninvolves the calculation of the max-
imum ,re loci ties using the u + , y+ relationships calculated in 
a perpendicular direction from each wall. The resul.ting veloc-
i ti.es for the maxirnum point are the11 compared. To apply the until! 
ivers.li velocity distribution relationships it is required that 
the wa.11 stresses be known. Force balances are made on areas;llA1i~A:i.; 
perpendicular to the axial flow and bounded by the physical_walls 
of the sys t;em, velocity gradient lines, and the locus or 1naxima. 
Referr:i.:ng to Figu.re l'i the lengths Al, and AlL2. are chosen so 
tha.t s t:r.aigrit lines drawn normal to them at their midpoints meet 
at the line of maximum velocity. rt is then necessary to match 
the velociti.es at the· ·point of intersection on the maximum line 
using ·the u + , y-r relationships. In order to write force balances 
on ·the el.emen·ts f:.A, and 8A2._ the shear forces acting on 6.l, and Al')..) 
a.nd the ·pressure forces acting on the faces of the elernents must 
be considered 0 · Th.ere are no shear forces acting on the veloci~y 
gradient lines, because normal velocity derivatives are zero 
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J. 
the foll.owing results 
The uni V8]:7'Sal velocity 
/./. of,:= ~.1{~ cYz. (/ t ~~(.,l-0 l 
# ,f ., 
,, f 
combining these force balances 
7 Vh = Lfl.t', • ~ ]Ti_ JIA.1 
terms are defined as foll.ows 
, 
Thus Dei.ssler and Taylor have developed a relationship 
which enabled them to calculate in an iterative manner the max~ 
imum velocity line. Their procedure is to estimate a positi.on 
of the maxi.mum locv.s and to approximate the velocity gradient 
li:n.es o Wi.th this assumed profile they can then c.§;J.cJ.11.a te \A~,rnarnd 
. U -r ?A.,.~' ll "1!2-.. 
~ . !-· ~~m L.J 
ag.reement does not result a new position for the ma1i.mum locus 
is established and nevv gradient lines drawn. 
In the calculations ~erformed here the maxima line was 
first taken to be that defined i-·rom the maxima measured in the 
experi.rnen t 0 Figures IL/ and / S-show the enlarged cons true tion 
of the maxima locus and the gradient lines for the traverses 
made a.t 10~ D 400 0 soo , 120° ~ and 180 degree.& a.. The areas and 
1.engtr.ts meis.sured .from these drawings are presented in Table ~ • 
• 





calculate the velocity profiles from the outer shell to the locus 
of maxima, the normal velocity distribution method was followed 
( as outlined below). 
APPENDIX A~2. 
Sample Cal.cul.a tion of' Point Velocities and Maximum Point by the oi..-nc)M'ln.-.:t:..-:£_......-..-~,;as em- -
• 
t1ethod_ of'\ Deissler and Taylor. 
--
Evaluation o_f System Constants-
1.) Kinematic viscosity .AA-lf'==Y ltmp, 101°F 
/!"- =· , 0/f':f 5" CL> Y ;',tJ<) XIO-s- #f-Se~/:. .3,866 XIO-? ~-?--s~ 
I ,c..;.1-K}f R 1,.. 
LJ-=- 7.0'/XltJ-Z- 11,n x!H~.!:Jec~ = 2.1?x11)-3 ~.sec.,, 
,- R.3 32. 1. fim1 f-1 R 'I 
i!~ .#.; -.:. _3.066XI0-7 -i:t,:-Sec/f.fi.. _ /.76'XIO-'I_EL1.,. 
~ .,~ x,o-l.-#f: se~ i.; - sec 
F-1 LI 
2) A.xi.al Pressure Drop dP/dL 
©0,5~ I( .ov;Vr:}l~~t~ w~-: 0,60~5 :~f1 
\ -\.+ 
Cal.culatl-ons For 40 ° Traverse Runs 41., 36, &45--;S a~~u-J:---~~~~~.::...:::....:.......;:..,:_........:.::...;.__; ___ ~--------......,._..-
~ :; -·-4& cte 
/J f I dl 
~' ~ - ~4!&-:. aP 























'I,@/ .B- = ~, 16 .:Et. 
~ Sec 
. ,;-
. . u.~ = J.18 ~ d( + 3.0 
lXf 'Y\ :::. ;?. .'lg ~ 355"" \.. ~. S : .:2.0. I 
U1~ = J,16 ~ 3P~LI +- 3.,5 :: ).(),'-/ 
7o Cf/eel ; 
s.h O v.,.l&.. ~ U. \+ yY\ 
u-tW\ 
ti, f '11 =- :i O I I = . Di8.S-
.~OG-~h 
~_::_.:rn ;. L-.---..,~••n .. ---.:-., 
tll,r YV1 J 0, Ll 
· IG '-I XI 
C o... \e. u..\ ex.A \ a V\ o 1" ""()_ y... \ 'M IA."v\. \/ e IOC:: 1-I-, J ·, 
Ll,1-/W\ = l.A.,VV1 . - tA,W\:::: .:l.O, I '/. ;;i,\ .!" ':- Y 3.~ r+/se.c 
~Yo/~ . 
u 'L-+ /'M ;:: U, i V\j 
' 
·TL/ I Ave. of u.lm ~ u2.~ 
f'f.f + '\)0,ll.l(. 0 f- tl M~ 
= '-l l . ~ ft/~ 







Cal cm.la 't:ton of Velocity Prof'ile from Shell to Maxima 
Di.stance from Shell 













20 0 3 
Poi.:r1t;s c~.a].cula.t;ed from the inner core using this method are 110 t 
011 t;rie sarr1e traverse as the experimenta.lly meas·ured points o 
TherJe.f'ore 9 they are not calculated since comparison can not be 
madeo 
"!' .... _ -· • 
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20 0 2 
~353 0.809 4.06 2oOZ .437 418 2006 
•. 400 1.010 4.61 2 0 15 0 349 355 20ol 
.353 0.890 4.06. 2.02 e4lg 394 20o4 
0295 0.743 3~39 14t84 .297 259 l 19o2 
.,289 o. 72:8 3.32 1.s2~ 0335 289 19.6 
6225 0.567 2.59 1.61 0200 152 1.7 08 
.20s Oe524 2.39 1.55 .238 175 18ol 
9 135 0.340 1.55 '· 1.24 .122 72 15.7 
.b1~2B 0.322 1.47 lo21 .133 76 15.8 




.938 .985 42.0 
.594 41.6 
.544 35.3 
.989 980 • • • 36.0 
.538 35.7 , 
.474 28.6 
.962 .983 27.6 
0456 28e0 
0368 19.6 























TABLE 4 ... 
l 
Deissler And Taylor 
• :rennen•c t I : res CM •·1'*4: rc...:t 
T-r-i(?.J',re ·r.\~ e Dis tar1ce of 
~[ u.,Y u_~(tt/&e~ ~--. :J,, .. J •:t~ L~ Ar1gJ..e p -'f· +: from Shell . o ... n ,-...J 
( 0.,100 11 95.7 1.6.5 33oi);· 
Oo20Qtt 1.91 18.4 'A7 2 Q...· «) ~;-., 
40 0030011 287 19.5 39.4 
. 
. 0040011. 38~. 20.3 4lo0 
( 0.1.00'' 85.8 16.2 29.,5 ~ ' 
i -. 
-
() "11 50n 129 17.3 31.o5 ' () ,.\.. I 
I, 
•. 
() 0 200'' 172; 18.1 32o9 
80 o (t 25ont .215 18.7 34o0 
Oo300" 258 19.2 34o9 
I 
(0.05011 36.8 13.8 2lo4 ,j ' 
15.8 24 0 5 \ ·OolOO" 73.5 
, )0015011 110 16.9 26o2 
120 •.. 
16.7 27o4 ()c.200" 147 





00050" 28.6 13.l 1508 
,_ 
15.0 18.2 180 o.,1oot1 57.l 
I 
i 
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To solve the Navier Stokes 
equatlon for the geometrical configuration of the eccentri.c 
annu.1.us Heyd.a( 6) employed the bipolar coordinate system. 
Bef·orE! He,y·da. 11 s solution is considered the bipolar coordinate 
system will be discussed and the system investigated in this 
repo1'")t vv1.ll be de.fined_ in bipolar coordina ta terms. 
The bj.polar coordinate system consists of sets of 
ortho.gonal. c:i.rcles. As shown in Figure 16 below a point in the 
S-=- Ons.+ 
Fi.gure /6 Bipolar Coordinate System 
x~y· pl.a.:rJ.e ma.y ·be located specifying the circles having cente:rs 
on t;b.8 x and y axis which intersect at P. To define the speci .. t·ic 
•, 
i l l ... t,· ~- s noted that the circle with its center on the y a.xis c re .es J1 
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a. ccJns ta.n.t, f:J.r1gle Q, ... 62.. and thus this circl.e is defi.r1ed as 
r?-~~ -rr ~~ { ~ · "" (,) ·:r \ ,~ r- J,""ls tan t · l ~ ,. '-' Ii rt-.. 11 '-' ~ •• _} .• J. ., c i re e 
-., ' '· ,,· .. ' ' . 0 (..._-t~ The circles having the i.r ce:n t:3rs 
,.,.., t·hA ·~ ·· .-..·v··~ .-1 8rA O tho 1 t th ox.I. .. ; .. _, . .t~.'-'d .. .!\..J .. :::s .. ~ r gona o e yc:1axis circl.e arid ha:\re t:h.e 
:p.rc,:pe :r:-:·ty t11a·t in~ -::ry) a constant e 
'(a,. ' \ \ Thus the point P is defi.ried 
i.n terms C'f the$andrJ.circles. 
To ?:1.:ppl.y this coordinate. system to the problem of 
inte·rest; i.t vvill be advantageous to consider the xc-ny pl.a:r1e as 
the eomple.x z plane and to define a new complex plane~:.:.St'C/Yl .. 
To d.e·termine the transformation between the z and uJ pl.a.nes 
i.ra.p1.1.ed b~r trie bipolar relations above observe that 
- \c.-~ I 
-
\c..+~\ 
-Y\ - c+-t: 
~ - C.-r.: 
ayq C-11::. 
r c-~ 
HenC:;e ! and e_'Y]are respectively the anglJ and the absolute value 
of the complex. variable J =- C + r" (3) writing in polar form 
J ·~ ' c.-r-
J ~ f e. id f> = it "r) C = i C /a,r, ~ ltJ) (~) 
J .::: E-'7-1 i ! -: C-1 ~ (.1-f) 
' ~.. c- ~ ~ 
f t . (3) above that in the -pla.ne9 the It; ean ·be seer1 ·rom equa ion .
circle I! /-::r is the map of the circle ~+-~ I=- F ; which., in the 
-' ' 'l.. 0 2rn 
r,· ·p]·-:-r~ -rC!'."'I 1".ts center at[-c ~ 0 and is of radius~.,~ 
,(.; .. .,~, l< .. · .lc1.S \- 1.J } \ ...... p 1,· 
Si.nee{):: e~. the center and• radius may be compactly written ai 
[ .. c.cJ.t.-i\11 0] andC.Clt~i• In Figu.re/i}A and Bare character:Lzed 
by17~17respecitvely, then a..=..ccsch711 and b=cr»ch7J.J... o :{: \ ·1 ... 
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Figure 17 Eccentric Annulus 
It 1.s convenient to derine the eccentricity£ and a radius~ 
d Cl. 
rati.o a.s follows E. = b-o... and .S: b • Then it may be shown. that 
;? Co~}\'\ '1_ 1.. -::::. \ + S .\.- ( I - ~) £. 
E.. 
C = bs1V\h~,.. 
~iV\ h"1, I :. C/Q... 





i1.:tust;r£{ted by placing the system investigated in the bipola.r co-
ordina.tes 0 Cl= \, 0 ,, 
physical dimensions of system 
i<co>k~,._-=- 1t t- (\-S) €. 
, 
s = Q/b: 
E. ;;: d/b-0.. 
b-=- ,.s~ 11 
d:O,'l'l 11 
i,o"'.s-~ .=. O. 65' 
=· ' J. l - (). ~ \ 
-













b: c C.S(. h 'Yl ~ C. -= b ~,n ~ '1_,_ -:: \, 5 ~ x I, d 5 b = 2. \ '2. 
.S IV\ h 'Y/ 1-:: C/ 0... -= 'i , \ '2_ "Y\ \: I, ~or-() 
summarizi.ng~ o._. ~ \,Oo 
b -=.\,S.'3 
c\ -=- O, ~1 
C:.~,,A 
yt \: \ ,SO 
11~-=\,ll· 
To def~ine compl.e tely the system the center of. one of the c1rc1~es 
must be found. As above '1'h.. . -: r C: cotl--. ~ JO 1 auid -r)'2. · : z.,lb 0 
t~~er L l J cel'\4~~ 
With this info:rma tion the sys ten1 is placed in bipolar coordi.r.:-
na tes as shown in Figure 18 • • • 
. ' 
~ .~ 7 ~ w--------1- ;1,/2_.-4----....... -~ _,__,--.,;;;;...._-~ 
e '\.. 
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' 
§2l:?;!~~£.lh~-NaY.~E- ~.~~ke~ Equation For Point Ve loci tles 
.-....,...~..... .,---..........__.~~~~-~--..~----.-,.,..--.:.. .. - .... __:~_.:(...i..-.a:·, 
Fb r 1,·,., ., ·1· 'l ·- ,· -1· {.:> '\.( n '"1 r.e, , . . A. . J . )' (. '- . ._, , , 
oped lami.;10.r flow of. an incomp.r•ess ible fluid of' viscosityµ 
"') 
V''U{x.>~)-::: - _L dt )~ dL 
with boundary condi.tions that v:.O on circles A and Bo A 
sol:utior1 of eq.uation'.(l) :with. v=-0· onl.A b t t B u . no o:r1 ca.:n 
' I 
be ver:i.fi.ed to be '\11 =-lj dt lf'. 1._: o._v • ~ ,1~· ji i A ; . . "where @1 :ta. tl1e 
.., ~">, ' . 
I ' I I 
radius of circle A on center c]_, and rA -:;:. c1 P. 
To s a, t1.sfy ·both equation ( 1) and both boundary condic=a 
tions a second solu ti.on must be found which vanishes on A,. and 
which assumes a value of v 2 ::: -v1 on B. In the following de= 
velopment the functions v1 and v2 will be .found in bipol.ar C0·1r 
ordinates so that v{ ,S(Y( ) ::;:.. v1 + v2 o 
Referring to Figure 17 and applying the law of sines 
. 
( a2::.. b2 + c:2 _ _,., 2bc cosA ) 
then since a,~ C. (.st\t\yt\ cos 8 
YA),, - o...1/ =. c 1,# cot h ~ 1 - c.1.,, c sc. '-h'Y'\ 1 + ca+ h'Y\ \ ().. v c.c. o s G ) +- t '-" 
::::. v-1,, ~i. c v, - c. o-th 'Y\ 1 (- ·.1 v-c. cos e) 
• -1.~ . h _;;.. c. r cos It can be shown by transformation that run 1? = J,.. ,.,+ C ~ 0 
Theref'o:re (q,.,, -a... 1/ = r ~-IC~ - (r 1.,-IC ~ colA?J, -ial1h rt 
and '71 .: ·- _L.. d P ( J.- 1.-i-C v j / -ev/-I; ?-J; -hVf/ ~ J (.: 'Vt: 0 p} J/-== 17;) 
' ~/-1.- dl. ' ' 
To f\i.:nd tr1e secor1d solution Heyd~ ( C) n9tes that v 2 
· h .q,,.." r· nct:ion of x y. since it ... satisfies the eqµation 1 s a a.rmo n.1, .. ,, u. . . , 
t . f c+ .z · 1 t ~ V 1).:l-;-.:' () 0 Si.nee the transformation func tio1'V ~ G=i is ana. Y ic 









BY tra.r1sf,,orma.t;ll):n CJ1~ coord:i.na.tes Lapl.acevs equation becomes 
"· 1 "J ~ ~, ) 1,, 
~-~::.~.~-,-~~: •c\.-• - . ' ~~1)t,.~ h , _L, ~ 'J t., 
"'<,\ / \ t;;~' () :,i f'i "T p,.,. ·--d---~-~-.. :.~: = 0 
.rm .... ~, 1 ,..,.... \ ' ' .... , ~ - .. , .. .;;; ' '--./ . 
'l .. . 0 
··u po!) SA.,.._ '~ r· ., +· 'i .. ,...1 ,--., 'ri"D ;- -~ o ·1.,.. '~I e f.!9 d t ,:;, th t 
• ~ s..· t·, --.. · CJ, . .: . .:. .. i .•.. e~. '- r..--~ .... ,·.J..~·"-' .1.. ~3. a.n no ...; i:ng · A · v 2 must be an e ,.ren 
function of g Heyda. finds that 'V:t~~o~\+-'6,y-t!/~~~+~F'')a:sV\~ 
In o:rder-· .fo:r tb.e f'unct1..on. ir2 to vanish on circle A, i 0 e 0 ., 
when r':"-fi!l :it :i.s necessa.ry that Ao~~ 1-\-t o-=-0 A\~-:c-tl'\r~Y\ l'\~l,l.,O· - ' 
then "Bo :::: - Ao W\ \ 1 \3V\ = -AV\p\1-V\ V\-=- l) ~ 3 .. A 
Then changing the definition of An '\)J.: Ao~-#. + Z /..~\1/l f.t ·¥\COSY)~ 
·-Yl f\ ~I ~ \f·1)lfi ~ 
Slx-1.c.s 0= e l t:h.i.s e.xp~essio:n can be rewritten in the more mar1~ } ~ 
age £.ible form r0i:::: -- Ao frtYLJ + f /\ V\SIV\~-y·l·Y\ ,->'\) Q.(Q ~ ~ 
To e·\ra.1.:uate the requisite constants the equation v1 t- v2 .::.. O 
at ~-=-'r)t.. ls inves ti.gated -// o(i)-z; YJ,) +11{ 1 An sm hn{iJ 1-7)c,:rnJ-== 
-ftu. ~ ( f {: 1"-1- C 1..J (1 -c o-f ~ 71, /tn lr>7 ~ c 2 ) 
To aid in thi$ eva.luatiOr\ an ex:i;:>ansion for r 2 i:r:1- terms of' 6 
and 'l, 1.s needed., In reference ( 6), using the method of rea ... 
idu.es ., the fol.lowing express ~n is obtained 
- I __ ~"~,.~· ~ .. L I +:L £ (-1)1?e- )1~ >J f 
(65.~ ~ +(:OS & .S/11 lr1 n~ I <7- . 
It {: ::1:n be shown that A ;..,-f ct.. : C3. t. (; CuS. ~ "7/cos/J7J-ICOS °!-) 
, ', Y~'+c ~-~ 2. C '!,,CG lfn; [1..;. ..:2 f;_, ( -I) e_ -"f>J{X;()nJ j 
• 
Then the righ~ .. hand side of (2) above may -be rewritten aa 
follows _L ci..E.d. ':Jc ~ofh?J'L I .J 2,1(-l)he-"1~ '7 ~1 /-crr/lJ')1-IM1~ 
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2~~~~~l~t.~~~e-~.~~(/ .EX.' __ t12_~_,rigorous solution of the Na vi.er Stokes 
N\~,7t 
J\ t-11.o t of the di . .f.ference be tvveen the right and le.ft e O 1
1 ,·i . .j.. 1" -·~ 'V 
t ~-. I • • '- • :.L - - ··'· •.•• \.... ) '· () 
.-..;.---....- .... -,., - ... ,---..-~ ~L.. 
s:i de- of' equation (4:.) above as a function of7{ at a set f yields 
tl1e ·valJJ~e of 'I/ -~ vvhen the dif.ference becomes zero. r{Mf/Jry,, 
Table 5 is a tabulatl.on of the values of:/'/ and J determined 
trj~rrn the expe:rimental. measurements., Table b present~ in tabular 
fo.rrn a.J~J. the da.ta required f1or the solution of' (4) and also pre=-
sents the resu 1 ti.ng cti.fferences for each--rtat a specifiedj • 
From thi.s data a plot of A vsoi is constructed (see Figure/~) 
·1 -" ...... et-». r··r·-· 
~i,:. ______ _i ___ ft \ I 
'7 C'1 I' 1!?8 -E2 r·· 1-o·-I ..) r..::.,. I ) I ' ' 
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. r "'L .-·; 4 \I "1 7() 
·~LJ b~ .\ '·) ' ! ·~ """ ,l.c1 ~ 
ts,4, [ __ ~9 ··,1 . er:: 
.:) .... .L )0 
- I 1;. :l ··, 6 \r( - -, 2 2 j 1.35 ..;..,, ,.L, L ,J.~ ,1 ~L'p\..• 
·-
~L i7 f5 
_2 9 -- ·1 r7·9 11 l '7 5 j l J~f • .. \ I lo 
·-----------
29 ].7'(5 1.6[7 l''/1. 
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GRAPHICAL DETERMINATION OF 'l1 
























.~l.c~!§;,!!,~~;;:~ the approximate method of Noyes- Ro No Noyes 
obse.r·v·ed t:t12.t; the poi.nts on the line of maximmn velocity approx-
imatel.y bi.sect the circ11lar arcs.,which are normal to circles A 
and BJ)of the fami.ly J-::. constanto From this Noyes developed the 
fc>l.1.owi.n.g equa.tion for the approximate location of the maxima 
locust) 
for the system investigated 
_j_ 
2... 
?J~ . .secJ.,-1 -{(1-.c1a::.-1sj(1r.8!1(f"') + 'II+ .CJ~7s:}(1-. ~1102.) -f.. 
= .seh-'j l,Ol'-!S = /.30 
To construc·t this circle its center must be located and its 
radi.us de te:rmine do 
1.bdUt-s a"*-=- c;f,nh '7 '*- -- ;J, I.J./;. 6? 8 -=- /, :i..s-
~n-le"' [ccofJn;Jo} -= [:i,Ji'i/rl6r£;o}-= /:?.t../«J/o] 
-----~-~-~-~----------
58 • 
.]2i£f~R.'2E~£~-~~~.ween _Q?J:cu1-,ate~ And Measure(l Maximum V~loci.ty 
,II ...,.WW...., - wzq -
Pos i ti.on. ,. T() e·v(9.:l:u.a.te the e.r.ror i.n terms of 
·-<· .. _, __ ,,_ .. _ ... , . pe:rc en t of' tra.ve rs e 
di.s·tance the.l\Y? cc;J:respo·n-r1i.ng to a 20% change "' ·t· 1 
\ ~.'r" ;o in. po s 1 1.on a ... ong \ tJ 
the traverse was C:a.1.culated and employed to extrapolate the 
error associ.ated wi.th the reported differences in'ft ,i
0
e.J) rl. exp 
'r1 .. Table 7 presents the summary o.f these calcu-
~. Na,r ier Stokes 
1.a.ti,ons. 
TABLE 7 
Ch~_ri,e;e ,o_.f ?/ G_Qrre~~P.o:t1;d}ng To A Distance Change o,.r 20~ o:r 
T.he To ta.1. Tra.verse Distance 
--:r::..... .... .. 
Tra.verse Posi.ti.on 1 
~ angle {\,,..~-i .___......,, __ -· v·L._____.-yt......._) 







35051 9e88 16Z8 
42c,80 11087 1~28 
58 0 73 16027 lo28 
58n30 l6ol5 lo28 
53 0 35 15080 lo22 
Position 2 
,,,---.__ _ ___._,;....__,__ _ ........._ 
( V\ \/1... V\. \ 
34 0 04 8060 1 0 38 














Note~ }Heas·uring f1~om 'an experi.mental.ly~ .determined maximum velocity 
point along a tra.verse line all position 1 points are located 
10 percent of the ·tra.verse distance closer to the shellJ) while 
a.1.1. posi ti.on 2 points are located 10 percent of the traverse 




Calculati.o:n Of Po:i.nt; Velociti.es From Experimental Data~ >oac:»er I DOC :.o,.:na:.:...~--r::,g,-.. N••,..--,. - C 
I 
Al.l r1umt>ers from Run No o 36 Sequence 4 
:Nu.1.1 Height 60665 11 60645" 
Sensi ti·vi ty cf microscope scale o 020/7. 9 
o 00254"/uni t 
-Reservoi.r height for equilibrium at sequence 4-- 6.960n 
. 
scale reading e::t~oatu-c:acr,-t::QQ.ttar:t-1111-..~--gap·a:. ... c::stcacx:t-cm--------·-- 5. 9 
Ch.ange in height uncorrected --aa-ao-------------- Oe295 11 
Carree tion for scale readi.ng-Gllt5.2xe00254-------- 0.0131' 
-Corresc tedA reservoir height --~~--aa--oa--------... Oo30Sfl 
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10501 Ooll3 22085 
1.04 0 2 Oo 1.44 25079 
10501 00152 26050 
1.0402 u O ]_62 27036 
10501 001.64 27053 
10500 00164 27 0 53 
10503 Ool58 27001 
10406 Ool54 26068 
105.,0 00146 26001 
10406 0.069 17084 
Traverse Distance Oe761 
Traverse Angle 40 
Sequenee t,frc}m ow ResoHgto Scale Rdg T ~ Hgt. u(ft/aec) 
1. Oo ?4() 60806 8 0 311 0 0 106.0 04161 27027 
2 () 0 ()21. 6 r7c)5 o , v . 1:' 5.5 ,. loO 10507 00142 25.o61 
3 001.21. 60903 6o4"tlo0 105~5 00253 34018 
4 C O?~I ) 0 c._. ,__ ..L 60960 508 T-loO 10502 Uo308 37071 
10 0 0 2:7:1 60990 5o3 '!-loO 104.0 0.337 39045 
5 0 r:, C)'l r7 0 002 702±100 10500 00354 40045 (I Or:_, 
·~ 0 10400 00361 40085 11 Oo37'1 ·7 0 022 2o7--lo 
6 00421. r/ 0 020 5o0 ~ loO 1.04 06 00366 41012. 
6.2 ±.100 10400 00362 40090 9 0 4 \'7'1 r7 o 01.3 0 . . . 
·+ 0 10405 00347 40004 7 C) o 52:L 60998 600 ----lo 







Run. Noo38 Top Positi.on 
630, 
Traverse Distance 0 0 251 
Traverse Angle 180 
Nul]~ height 6~666 6 0 6,45 














Ru N 39 I .. n Oo 
R,.,~ ·~ }T g+· 
•::-/ · ., 0 - ,..., 0 Scale Rdgo T 4)Hgto 11 ( :r·t:/s ~c) 
,,.... 59c: 0 n · • 1 ~ . ..., 2 0 () 
6 S () t=~ 
0 ' ,J ·· .. · 5 r) 0 ·-
r~ 171 . R 
._IO U-t 4 n O l) 
,, 7 ·.-· .. ~ . ..._ () 
,._) O t·-' · 4 ~-0 1..J 
f, .··:t ~Fl 
-1 () ,_ ::) 4 r:: ,~ ._) 
,.. ··1 r- 8 , '. C, n , ~) 1 2 i--: tJ •_) 
(' :•; .-r 9 
,) 0 ; • .:) 
r C:" 
~1 0 0 
6Q?39 605 
60728 4o0 
6 0 \?00 4~0 
Top Position 
... -, 0 J,. I 
-··· 0 ' 
·r. ··, C 
.J.. ('} ) 
-~ . .. 
... J. Ou 
'!2- 1 () 




.1. n · 
•. C) .• , 
-· r. I t .-.., . n _,, 
' . '" l. ft () •. -
·:':· 1. 0 0 
~: J .. Q 0 
~:..10 0 
10505 0 0 0:32 12 0 J .. 6 
105.;,0 0~039 1.z 45 .. v o 
10500 001n00 21045 
1.05 0 0 00102 21 171 •IO I 
10500 0()102 21. 0 l/1. 
1.0500 0 o 09!7 210 l.'7 
105()0 0 a 080 19023 
1.05 0 5 00086 1.9 0 93 
10505 o.o7o 17099 
1.05 0 5 00042 1.3 0 93 
Traverse Distance 0.625 
Traverse Angle 80 
Null hei.gh.t 60665 60649 
Null readi:ng Oo3 
SequerirJ.e <t f.rcYm ow 
l 0 '• ()C: O b ·~· -_) 
2 (J r·r,··! 0 .).c:. J.' 
3 ,I ,.) 'i 0 1,-·-0. ,f.'...•,.l.. 
4 0 0'~''i! .; of-· C, .L 
8 () ;··. ('7 .. , o C, .. L 
5 0 6) .32·.1 
9 ~ l 'I 0 ·3·-···; 0 ~.. : .1, 
6 0 40 .. i 0 G J.,. 
7 Oo 52:1 
Run Noo 40 












J. ''I 41 rJom 
-· 
() 0 l)21. 
(J' 'l r ·1 O, ,G ' () ·17··· 0' , • . 1. 
0 00"ij o ?.,; r ... ·, .... , 
() n \,_,'} or.: / . 
On~521. 
0 ,,z•72 0 1l.)' I 
ow 
9o0 
R TT t Scal.e R,qg. T AHgt u ( rt;sec) es o ng · o 
. t7R:·7 17 5 t· 1.1) 0 10500 00135 24 0 9'(/ b O , - - ~~ u ,• 
6 ~'9~~ 5 Q (J . . L. c4t 0 10409 00141 . 25ob2 _.7.,, 0 . .._. ~--
6 nr,,o LJ c..--: -~. '''! () 101101 00213 31 '2 7 Jo C1 I , . 0 • .. ) .- .J .. (J oO, 
G ~~· 4 6 0 () ~ ~. ') 1.0401. 0 Q 2 61. 34066 O ':j .l ... ",..- ..l. o I 
6 (J ~') :3 :; () () i ' 1. 0 0 ·~ 04 2 Oc,2i70 rz 5 32 ov?:-1· '' -, . l. - 0 c.,)t, 0; 
60946 2ob (" 1 -} :10t10 2 00285 36e28 ~- . "l 
60937 008 
., ... ,:-•. 1.oO 1.04 () 2 0-.278 35084 - -
60921 603 --t~ 1. "0 1.0·4 o2 00267 35012 "' 
' 6Q887 4o5 -~~ ] .. oO 1.04 o2 00230 32060 ....... ,. 
Top Pos i ti.on Traverse Distance 0.398 
Traverse Angl.e 240 
Res oHgt~ Scale Rdgo T AE:gt u(f~t/sec) 
6 ry<·, 4 800 t. 1. o 0 10600 Uo077 18086 ..,.,, ....... 0 • /_ ... 
6 0 8()3 bo5 ~~ .J.. o5 106.,5 (') o 1.4 9 2 6 C) 4 -~J'I.~ J ,, t:j 
E1081.1. 5 0 (J ·~.)i'. ·1 h 10600 Onl.56 2(3oc54 "'·- -~· o D 
6 o c,.~· O 1 () E3 .. l, •• lo5 1061)5 () 0164 2r7 o 53 ' ... ,_ ..... 0 l-) ' - ' '··) 
9o2 J .. ·~ ~La 0 106u0 (J 1~·ry ~ r> ... 4 6 .. c- .-it)o~1. O c3 j l. \~> I)' ' 0 . 
6 0 () 
\ loU 10603 001.30 n4. r:.:l 6 ,--·r . ('1 1: r:,1..,00 • I (, ~ 0 I _) ,(..• 1~,?,. 





Run No., 41 . .' 
Nul.l. height 
Null reading 
Top Position Traverse Distance 0 0 767 
Traverse Angl.e 40 
Seq·uence 4lfrom ow Res Hgto Sca]~e Rdgo T 3 .-, 4 '1 C"1 l"jl O ·13 005 ~ 2o() Uo· ,. ,G ' 0 \'. 1) ,_ ,,. 1.04 0 2 ~ . ....,,. . l 0 c:·· •Jl n n··1 6 1.'Q 0 "r' -1 _c; l,()4 0 6 0 0 S::, ~ ' f O ..•. / ,,; .. t. \l. _ _::.., 
. \l '--" 2 00621 6 0 !9f.32 2 0 5 ~~.1 0 10402 .l. 0 4 Ool.21 6 0 90~7 4o5 1: 1.oO 10405 
Run No o 42 Top Posi.tion Traverse 
Tra.verse 
Null he.i.ght 60666 60648 
Null readi.ng Oo4 802 
Sequerice lfrom ow Res Hg·to Scal.e Rdgo T 
1. 0 0 6].1. 6 r;g /1. 5o5 t 1.oO 10406 0 ' -.r; 
2 0 ,49t7 60897 4o5 ~, 1 5 10500 () - . ' ,!,_ • 0 
0 ·3n,; r·· q 4'·~ 
c-.:;i O 5 ' 1.oO 1.0502 3 .. ,.,., 0 ..... ~- ' () 0 ,· .. , '--_ ,._ C.\.. 
4 00347 ".' {) 11 3 1-j O ._:., - ' ' 1.o5 ··+· 1 0 ~~ ~ 0 l,()5 0 2 
5 00297 6 0 9.43 OoO ·f~ .. 1 J 1n5 5 ,.h- 0 ( .· . . .. J .. \.,i 0 
6 0 24l7 0. - . -, 9()7 Q O \.:.,< ... !J 7o0 i: lo,5 :105 0 5 
7 0 1 Qti' 0 ' . ~/ ! 60890 Bo5 ~· 1 '") ~·· ~ 0 l.' 1.05 0 5 
8 00097 f3 0 8,45 4o5 ' :t 1. 0 5 ·,105 0 5 
9 Oa 02·1 60795 5QO t. 1. o 5 1.05 0 5 
Men.1.s c,us his t;o .ry take:n. duri.ng sequence 1 








35 I; 4 0 6 
'•: I 
40 •': 5 ~ 4 



















L)Hgto u ( f't//sec) 
• 
o.,3r77 41. 0 i73 































" W. fi 
1, I 
650 
Run Noo 43 Top Position Traverse Distance 0.260 
N'"Ul.l height 6 0 64 17 Traverse Angle 200 60664 
Nul.l reading 9oO Oo3 
~.from OW ) . ' Sequ.ence Res Hgto Scale f{dg T ~Hgto u ( ft_/sec) 1. o 02~1 60685 3o5 +I 1·05 
·1·0500 
~027 11. ()1. :7 -2 ~050 6 0 ~718 2 0 5 ~ 1.o5 10501 0058 1.6 .,37 3 1 ~o 6 t74ry t lo5 0, ,(J. lo5 105()5 0085 19082 0 ' . • 4 011.0 6 0 :7.47 2o5 1--_ 1. 0 0 105c5 0084 19 0 71. 5: ol.25 60747 3o2 -t" 10508 - l.oO a089 20028 10 0 1.25 6 0 :744 4o0 r loO 1.05 0 4 0090 20c,39 6 0140 60'747 2 o 5 t.109 10509 0087 20004 7 al70 60747 0 0 5 ~ lo5 105 C)i5 0083 19059 -8. 0200 60722 4.0 ·r lo9 1.05 Q 4 .065 17033 9 0239 60659 7o5 t 1 0 9 105c,4 cOll '. •7 ol3 
' ! Run Neto 44 Top Position 
Null height 60662 
Traverse Distance 0.258 
Traverse Angle 200 
Null reading 3o4 
Sequence t:l.rrom OW 




5 0 04 17 
Res I-Igt 
60690 
6 0 ·/59 




r»o5 ±. Oo5 
0 0 5 -.±: 1. 0 0 
Oo5 -_t l.oO 
4o2 1:--loO 






10k7 0 0 

















Nul.l. height 60668 60651 ~raverse Angle 40 
Null. readi.ng Oo5 ts() 0 
Sequence d;t")rom o·w Res Hgt Scal.e Rdg T llHgt u( rt/sec) 
1 0 021. 6 0 ;791 Oo5 ± l.eO 1.0308 0123 23084 
.... 10405 0203 30062 2 6 071. 60870 leO ... 10 0 
± l.oO 10500 0289 36052 0 0 :1 71. 6 0 953 2o5 
4 0 271. 7 0 ()06 3t,5 ±. 1. 0 0 1.05 0 0 0345 390 94 
3.,2 ± l.oO 10503 0372 41. a 45 5 9371 ;,-· ()34 lo~·, 
·±:.- ]. 0 0 1.05 o 4 0366 41. o 12 6 0 ·471. ·/ a ()34 0()8 
± loO 1.0504 0326 38082 7 057'1. 6 0 989 2o5 
± 1. 0 5 10504 0255 34032 8 o 6 71. 6 0 91.7 3o0 j: lo5 10504 0231 32066 6 0 891 4o0 9 070'.l 






.... Tempe J:E1 +;1J:ei:: ·1 r1 
< ••• , .l .l. fil1F Read Emf~ of) st~d Copper 


































Notei From the agreement between the standard copper const~ntan 
a.rid the (OJ1,i~s; employed i~ i.s assumed th.at tre standard 
thermoc.ou.ple aa.li'bra tion 1.,or 
applicab].eo 
copper constantan is 
I 
I I 






























































NOMENCLA 'IU RE 
'..,....,,.,lM'IIC,af:C ... , J t ~-ur:,·,:rwi'C'cnC:.i.;wt:r:w::<::c, 
tr) t/-1]. a:re,9, 'bt1 t;weer1 :i.rm.e :r~ cyl,inder and line of" 
n1 ax 1.1n1.1n1 ·\re 1. o c :l ti.es s> s q rt 
tot~l. area between outer cylinder and line of 
ma.x1mum velocities~ sq rt 
cor1\re:r"sior1 factor, 32 0 2 ft/sec2 
peripheral distance along wall, ft 
sta.t;i.f~ pressure 9 lb/sq .f't abs 
ra.di:us 9 ft 
time~averaged velocity parallel to wall at a 
"' +-- 1·· t/ · poir1 ·_; /) . sec 
. locB..1. b1-1l.k velocity at a cross section of annulus 
f·t_/·sec 
• 
vel._oci.t·y at a point on line of maximum velocities, 
ft_/sec. 
axi.al distance along annulus, ft 
norma:l distance !,rom wallD ft 
,ra.lu.e of YJ.. at u Um. 9 ft 
,rall1e of y2 &1t ·u ~.o ft 
abso1.ute viscosity of f .. luidp (1b)(sec)/'sq ft 
mass den.si ty 9 (lb) ( sec2 )/ ft4 
.. 
shear stress i.n fluid.P lb/ sq ft 
Re·y.n.o'J .. els n1.1m be rJ JI 
ve .. 11 () c 1 t·v 
••. J..' ,,J ... • ,JJ parOO~e ttbr.9 !' U-/-{-fo(~0 
\ 
I 
,JJ.., /-J ~r:.; p 
Ve 1. C> C :i. t;-y· pa.rameT.:e.rs, 
























tt1. e\ral:ua:t;ed at l.ine of maximum velociti.es 
't, ,...,+ C!. ·n· .r; ·-i 't] ·., ·.i-. e r..:.'S a".) ·+-. .. "'i Q v·-.·. f u 1 "" t . 1
.A.2 ... _,, v ? ...•. ( .·~. '._· , ~ 1.~.:,; . .1. :i.n.e · n1a:x1.rrrum. ve o c.1 .1.e s 
iN<~ll1.r'"'1 di.s ts.:n.ee nar~rnA +e1~ ..,,11;ic~,.{) v\ 
.t' . ~ ~ ., . . . t-:re- rj I 
w:11~,distance pa.rarneter :EJfi,fj 11-
Yl. eval:ua.ted a.t 1.i,ne of rn2.xi.rn1rrr1 veloci.ties 
Y'K e·,ra.1:ua.ted at lirie of maxi.m·u.m ve lo c:t t.i.es 
-~· 
perta.i.ning to i:r.iner circl.e 
pertai.n:t:ng to ot1.ter circle 














~ ::: c~_u 
c::...-~ 
,tt ,,.. 1,.... .~. I,(·.• I ;. . "-; 
~1 ..... ·~ ... _. (yt \-=-Y\ circle) 
radi.us o i-- eo.re 
sl1eJ.I. (ytf 'Y\ c:ircle) 
rad 1.u:3 o t· s l1e 1.1. 
d " Cl t .-. ···)··"-· .c, rle J· i .:r1E1 d i.11 Figure 1. i:::> ' -:::.t J . ·'·-· ". .... 
d:1..s ta.:n.c.t3 ·bet·vvee:t1. eente1'"'s of core and shell 
B . .'X:1.EJ.l f'.1.()'W di.:re C t;i.on 
s tat i c Ires ;s·1.1.re 
ra,d:Lus p9.rame ter 
po .i.r1·t. \re Jc:: ci t;r 
ca.r·t;es:i.a.n coordi.nate 
. - C ridina -f-c" c a :r t e s 1 a,:rt co , . . . . . v ;_, 
,, .,. · +· .. " e :I t,, ·p·· a.rame te .r e c. c, e .r1 uil 1 . ..,. . .J 
oomp1.ex va.r:i.ab1.e 
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